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The E12-14-012 experiment, performed in Jefferson Lab Hall A, has collected exclusive electron-38

scattering data (e, e′p) in parallel kinematics using natural argon and natural titanium targets.39

Here, we report the first results of the analysis of the data set corresponding to beam energy40

2,222 MeV, electron scattering angle 21.5 deg, and proton emission angle −50 deg. The differential41

cross sections, measured with ∼4% uncertainty, have been studied as a function of missing energy42

and missing momentum, and compared to the results of Monte Carlo simulations, obtained from a43

model based on the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation.44

I. INTRODUCTION45

Jefferson Lab experiment E12-14-012 was primarily
aimed at obtaining the proton spectral function (SF) of
the nucleus 40Ar from a measurement of the cross section
of the (e, e′p) reaction

e+A→ e′ + p+ (A− 1)∗, (1)

∗ mariani@vt.edu

in which the scattered electron and the knocked out pro-46

ton are detected in coincidence. Here A denotes the tar-47

get nucleus in its ground state, while the recoiling (A−1)-48

nucleon system can be either in the ground state or in49

any excited state.50

Nucleon knockout processes have long been recognized51

as being ideally suited to study the momentum and re-52

moval energy distribution of protons bound in atomic53

nuclei [1]. Compared to the pioneering studies carried54

out using proton beams, see, e.g., Ref. [2], (e, e′p) exper-55

iments have clear advantages, because they are largely56

unaffected by strong initial and final state interactions57

(FSI) between the beam particle and the target, and58
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give access to the properties of deeply bound protons59

in medium-mass and heavy nuclei [3].60

Under the basic assumption that the scattering pro-
cess involves individual nucleons, and neglecting FSI be-
tween the outgoing proton and the spectator nucleons,
the momentum and removal energy of the knocked out
particle, p and E, can be reconstructed from measured
kinematical variables, and the cross section of the pro-
cess is written in simple factorized form in terms of the
spectral function of the target nucleus, P (p, E), trivially
related to the nucleon Green’s function, G(p, E), through

P (p, E) =
i

π
Im G(p, E). (2)

As a consequence, the spectral function—yielding the61

probability to remove a proton with momentum p from62

the target nucleus leaving the residual system with exci-63

tation energy E−Ethr, with Ethr being the proton emis-64

sion threshold—can be readily obtained from the data.65

Significant corrections to the somewhat oversimplified66

scheme outlined above—referred to as Plane Wave Im-67

pulse Approximation, or PWIA—arise from the occur-68

rence of FSI. The large body of work devoted to the69

analysis of (e, e′p) data has provided convincing evidence70

that the effects of FSI can be accurately included by re-71

placing the plane wave describing the motion of the out-72

going proton with a distorted wave, eigenfunction of a73

phenomenological optical potential accounting for its in-74

teractions with the mean field of the residual nucleus.75

In general, the (e, e′p) cross section computed within76

this approach, known as Distorted Wave Impulse Ap-77

proximation, or DWIA, involves the off-diagonal spectral78

function, and cannot be written in factorized form [4].79

However, an approximate procedure restoring factoriza-80

tion, referred to as factorized DWIA, has been shown to81

yield accurate results in the case of parallel kinematics,82

in which the momentum of the outgoing proton and the83

momentum transfer are parallel [5]. In this kinematical84

setup, the spectral function can still be reliably obtained85

from (e, e′p) data after removing the effects of FSI.86

Additional corrections to the PWIA arise from the dis-87

tortion of the electron wave functions resulting from in-88

teractions with the Coulomb field of the nucleus. How-89

ever, it has been shown that, for nuclei as heavy as 40Ca,90

this effect can be accurately taken into account using an91

effective momentum transfer [6].92

Systematic measurements of (e, e′p) cross sections in93

the kinematical regime in which the recoiling nucleus94

is left in a bound state, performed at Saclay [7] and95

NIKHEF-K [8], have allowed the determination of the96

spectral functions of a broad set of nuclei. These studies97

have provided a wealth of information on the energies and98

momentum distributions of shell-model states belonging99

to the Fermi sea of the target nuclei, showing at the same100

time the limitations of the mean-field description and the101

importance of correlation effects [1].102

Besides being a fundamental quantity of nuclear many-103

body theory, containing important dynamical informa-104

tion, the spectral function is a powerful tool, allowing105

to obtain the cross sections of a variety of nuclear scat-106

tering processes in the kinematical regime in which the107

beam particles primarily interact with individual nucle-108

ons, and FSI can be treated as corrections. Applications109

to inclusive electron-nucleus scattering have offered vast110

evidence that the formalism based on spectral functions111

provides a comprehensive and consistent framework for112

the calculation of nuclear cross sections in a broad kine-113

matical region, extending from quasielastic (QE) scat-114

tering to resonance production and deep-inelastic scat-115

tering [9–11].116

Over the past several years, a great deal of work has117

been devoted to applying the spectral function formal-118

ism to the study of neutrino-nucleus interactions, whose119

quantitative understanding is needed for the interpreta-120

tion of accelerator-based searches of neutrino oscillations,121

see, e.g., Refs. [12, 13]. In this context, it should be noted122

that the capability to describe a variety of reaction chan-123

nels within a unified approach is a critical requirement,124

because the energy of the beam particles is distributed125

according to a broad flux, typically ranging from a few126

hundreds of MeV to a few GeV. Moreover, the knowledge127

of the spectral function greatly improves the accuracy of128

reconstruction of the neutrino energy, a key quantity in129

the oscillation analysis [14, 15].130

Realistic models of the nuclear spectral functions have131

been obtained from the approach based on the local den-132

sity approximation, or LDA, in which the information on133

the shell-model structure extracted from (e, e′p) data is134

combined to the results of accurate calculations of uni-135

form nuclear matter at various densities [10]. The ex-136

isting calculations of neutrino-nucleus cross sections em-137

ploying LDA spectral functions [11, 14, 16–26], however,138

are limited to the isospin-symmetric p-shell targets 16O139

and 12C. Therefore, the results of these studies are ap-140

plicable to experiments using water-Čerenkov detectors,141

e.g. Super-Kamiokande [27], and mineral oil detectors,142

e.g. MiniBooNE [28].143

The analysis of the data collected by the ongoing and144

future experiments using liquid-argon time-projection145

chambers, notably the Fermilab Short-Baseline Neutrino146

program (SBN) [29] and the Deep Underground Neutrino147

Experiment (DUNE) [30], will require the extension of148

this approach to the case of a heavier target with large149

neutron excess. Moreover, in DUNE the proton and neu-150

tron spectral functions will both be needed, to extract the151

Dirac phase δCP from a comparison of neutrino and an-152

tineutrino oscillations, and achieve an accurate descrip-153

tion of pion production on protons and neutrons.154

In the absence of direct measurements, information on155

the neutron momentum and removal energy distribution156

in 40
18Ar can be inferred from Ti(e, e′p) data, exploiting157

the correspondence between the proton spectrum of ti-158

tanium, having charge Z = 22, and the neutron spec-159

trum of argon, having A − Z = 22. The viability of160

this procedure is supported by the results of Ref. [31],161

whose authors have performed a calculation of the in-162
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clusive 40Ar(e, e′) and 48Ti(e, e′) cross sections within163

the framework of the self-consistent Green’s function ap-164

proach. The aim of Jlab experiment E12-14-012, is the165

determination of the proton spectral functions of argon166

and titanium from the corresponding (e, e′p) cross sec-167

tions.168

In this article, we present the first results of our analy-169

sis. In Sec. II we discuss the kinematic setup, the detec-170

tors and their resolutions, and our definitions of signal171

and backgrounds. In Sec. III we introduce the missing172

energy and the missing momentum, which are the fun-173

damental variables of our analysis, and discuss the main174

elements of the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations employed175

for event simulation. Sec. IV is devoted to the uncer-176

tainties associated with our analysis, while in Sec. V the177

measured missing energy and missing momentum distri-178

butions are compared with the MC predictions. Finally,179

in Sec. VI we summarize our work and draw the conclu-180

sions.181

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP182

The experiment E12-14-012 was performed at Jeffer-183

son lab in Spring 2017. Inclusive (e, e′) and exclusive184

(e, e′p) electron scattering data were collected on targets185

of natural argon and natural titanium, as well as on cali-186

bration and background targets of carbon and aluminum.187

The average neutron numbers calculated according to the188

natural abundances of isotopes are 21.98 for argon and189

25.92 for titanium [32]. Therefore, from now on we will190

refer to the targets considered here as 40Ar and 48Ti, for191

brevity.192

The E12-14-012 experiment used an electron beam of193

energy 2,222 MeV provided by the Continuous Electron194

Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at Jefferson Lab.195

The average beam current was approximately 15 µA for196

the 40Ar target and 20 µA for the 48Ti target. The scat-197

tered electrons were momentum analyzed and detected198

in the left high-resolution spectrometer (HRS) in Hall A199

and the coincident protons were similarly analyzed in the200

right HRS. The spectrometers are equipped with two ver-201

tical drift chambers (VDCs) providing tracking informa-202

tion [34], two scintillator planes for timing measurements203

and triggering, double-layered lead-glass calorimeter, a204

gas Čerenkov counter used for particle identification [35],205

pre-shower and shower detectors (proton arm only) [35]206

and pion rejectors (electron arm only) [35]. The HRSs207

were positioned with the electron arm at central scatter-208

ing angle θe = 21.5 deg and the proton arm at an angle209

θp′ = −50 deg. The beam current and position, the210

latter being critical for the electron-vertex reconstruc-211

tion and momentum calculation, were monitored by res-212

onant radio-frequency cavities (beam current monitors,213

or BCMs [35]) and cavities with four antennae (beam po-214

sition monitors, or BPMs [35]), respectively. The beam215

size was monitored using harp scanners, which consists216

of a thin wire which moves through the beam. We used217

a raster of 2× 2 mm2 area to spread the beam and avoid218

overheating the target.219

The experiment employed also an aluminum target and220

a set of carbon targets, used to evaluate backgrounds and221

monitor the spectrometers optics. The aluminum target222

was made of two identical foils of the Al-7075 alloy with223

a thickness of 0.889±0.002 g/cm2. One of the aluminum224

foils was positioned to match the entrance and the other225

to match the exit windows of the argon gas target cell.226

The two thick foils were separated by a distance of 25 cm,227

corresponding to the length of the argon gas cell and the228

Al foil’s thickness.229

The analysis presented here uses data collected with230

the settings given in Table I. All of our data were taken231

in parallel kinematics, in which the momentum transfer,232

q, and the momentum of the outgoing proton, p′, are233

parallel. The only difference of data collection setting234

for 40Ar and 48Ti is the scattered electron energy.235

The VDCs’ tracking information was used to deter-236

mine the momentum and to reconstruct the direction237

(in-plane and out-of-plane angles) of the scattered elec-238

tron and proton, and to reconstruct the interaction ver-239

tex at the target. We used both the electron and proton240

arm information separately to reconstruct the interaction241

vertex and found them in very good agreement. The242

transformation between focal plane and target quanti-243

ties was computed using an optical matrix, the accuracy244

of which was verified using the carbon multi-foil target245

data and sieve measurements as described in previous246

papers [32, 36, 37]. Possible variations of the optics and247

magnetic field in both HRSs are included in the analysis248

as systematic uncertainties related to the optics.249

Several different components were used to build the250

triggers: the scintillator planes on both the electron and251

proton spectrometers, along with signals from the gas252

Čerenkov (GC) detector, the pion rejector (PR), the pre-253

shower and the shower detector (PS). Table II lists the254

trigger configurations, including details on how the sig-255

nals from the various detector components are combined256

to form a trigger.257

The triggers used for identifying electron and proton258

coincidence events were T1 and T2, where T2 was used to259

provide a data sample to calculate the overall T1 trigger260

efficiency and we were able to compute the efficiency of261

T1 using also the product of T3 and T4 efficiencies. If262

the proton and electron observations from the same event263

were perfectly paired, these values would be the same as264

T1 trigger efficiency.265

Electrons and protons were selected in their corre-266

sponding HRS requiring only one reconstructed good267

track. For the electron we required also an energy deposit268

of at least 30% in the lead calorimeter (Ecal/p > 0.3) and269

a signal in the Čerekov detector of more than 400 analog-270

digital-converter (ADC) counts. Furthermore, the tracks271

were required to be within ±3 mrad of the in-plane angle272

and ±6 mrad of the out-of-plane angle with respect to the273

center ray of the spectrometer and have a dp/p of ±0.06.274

Those latter conditions focused on removing events com-275
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TABLE I. Kinematics settings used to collect the data analyzed here.

E′e θe Q2 |p′| Tp′ θp′ |q| pm Em
(MeV) (deg) (GeV2/c2) (MeV/c) (MeV) (deg) (MeV/c) (MeV/c) (MeV)

Ar 1,777 21.5 0.549 915 372 −50.0 865 50 73
Ti 1,799 21.5 0.556 915 372 −50.0 857 58 51

TABLE II. Trigger lists detailing how the signals from differ-
ent detector components are combined. LEFT and RIGHT
identify the electron and proton arm, respectively.

T1 (S0&&S2) and (GC||PR) [LEFT]
and (S0&&S2) [RIGHT]

T2 (S0||S2) and (GC||PR) [LEFT]
and (S0||S2) and not(PS) [RIGHT]

T3 (S0&&S2) and (GC||PR) [LEFT]
T4 (S0&&S2) [RIGHT]
T5 (S0||S2) and (GC||PR) [LEFT]
T6 (S0||S2) and not(PS) [RIGHT]

ing from the acceptance edges of the spectrometers. We276

used a cut on β for the proton arm between 0.6 and 0.8 to277

further isolate protons. We only included in our analysis278

events in which both the electron and the proton were279

recorded in a T1 trigger timing window and for which280

the difference in the start time of the individual triggers281

was of just few ns (time coincidence cut). For the ar-282

gon target we also required that the events originated283

within the central ±10 cm of the target cell to exclude284

contamination from the target entry and exit windows.285

By measuring events from the thick Al foils, positioned at286

the same entry and exit window of the target, we deter-287

mined that the target cell contributions to the measured288

cross section was negligible (<0.1%). The same gas cell289

was used in another set of experiments and the contribu-290

tion from an empty gas cell was measured and confirmed291

a very low contamination of events coming from the Al292

windows [33]. The spectrometer optics were calibrated293

using sieve slit measurements and their positions and an-294

gles were surveyed before and after moving the spectrom-295

eters for each kinematic settings. The survey precision296

was 0.01 rad and 0.01 mm respectively for the angle and297

positions of the spectrometers.298

The efficiencies of the elements in the detector stack299

were studied by comparing rates in various combinations300

of secondary triggers as in Ref. [32, 36, 37]. Table III301

summarizes the efficiency for the trigger, acceptances and302

kinematical cuts. The live-time of the electronics was303

computed using the rates from scalers, which were in-304

dependent of triggered events. The acceptance cuts ef-305

ficiencies were computed using the MC simulation [38].306

The efficiency calculations that are based on MC were307

evaluated multiple times using slightly different SF mod-308

els in the MC. The effect of theory models was found309

to be negligible. Our MC model contains nuclear trans-310

parency correction [38, 39], but does not account for all311

TABLE III. Summary of the efficiency analysis for the argon
and titanium targets.

Ar target Ti target
a. Live time 98.0% 98.9%
b. Tracking 98.3% 98.3%
c. Trigger 92.3% 96.9%
d. Čerenkov cut 99.9% 96.6%
e. Calorimeter cut 97.8% 98.1%
f. β cut 95.6% 95.3%
g. Coincidence time cut 54.8% 55.5%

FSI effects. We have studied the role of FSI by look-312

ing at kinematical distributions for various MC samples313

obtained using different ranges of the missing momen-314

tum pm, defined as in Eq. (3), from lower to higher. We315

found that the electron arm dp/p distributions showed316

slight variations. We then decided not to use the elec-317

tron arm dp/p as a kinematical cut in our analysis. The318

trigger efficiencies were computed using the other avail-319

able trigger as described above. The time coincidence cut320

efficiency was evaluated selecting a sample of more pure321

signal events (using a tighter β cut) and looking at the322

ratio of events with and without the time coincidence323

cuts. The overall efficiency (between 39.6% and 48.9%324

across all kinematic regions for the 40Ar target, and be-325

tween 46.8% and 48.1% for the 48Ti target) includes cuts326

on the coincidence triggers, calorimeters, both the lead327

and the Čerenkov counter, track reconstruction efficiency,328

live-time, tracking and β cut.329330

III. DATA ANALYSIS331

A. The (e, e′p) cross section332

In electron-nucleus scattering an incident electron,333

with energy Ee, is scattered from a nucleus of mass MA334

at rest. Electron scattering is generally described in the335

one-photon exchange approximation, according to which336

the incident electron exchanges a space-like photon, of337

energy ω and momentum q, with the target nucleus.338

In (e, e′p) experiments the scattered electron and a pro-339

ton are detected in coincidence in the final state, and340

their momentum and energy are completely determined.341

If, in addition, the kinematics is chosen such that the342

residual nucleus is left in a specific bound state, the re-343

action is said to be exclusive.344

In the following, p′, Tp′ , and M will denote the mo-345
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mentum, kinetic energy, and mass of the outgoing pro-346

ton, while the corresponding quantities associated with347

the recoiling residual nucleus will be denoted pR, TR, and348

MR. The missing momentum and missing energy are ob-349

tained from the measured kinematical quantities using350

the definitions351

pm = q − p′ = pR, (3)

and352

Em = ω − Tp′ − TR. (4)

Exploiting energy conservation, implying353

ω +MA = M + Tp′ +MR + TR, (5)

and writing the mass of the residual nucleus in the form

MR = MA −M + Ethr + Ex = MA−1 + Ex, (6)

where Ethr and MA−1 denote the proton emission thresh-
old and the mass of (A−1)-nucleon system in its ground
state, respectively, Eq. (4) can be rewritten

Em = Ethr + Ex. (7)

The usual description of the exclusive (e, e′p) reaction354

in the QE region assumes the direct knockout mecha-355

nism, which naturally emerges within the impulse ap-356

proximation (IA). According to this picture, the elec-357

tromagnetic probe interacts through a one-body current358

with the quasi-free knocked out proton, while all other359

nucleons in the target act as spectators. In addition, if360

FSI between the outgoing nucleon and the spectators is361

negligible, PWIA can be applied, and the (e, e′p) cross362

section reduces to the factorized form363

d6σ

dωdΩe′dTp′dΩp′
= KσepP (−pm, Em), (8)

where K = |p′|Ep′ , with Ep′ =

√
p′

2
+M2. Here, σep is364

the differential cross section describing electron scatter-365

ing off a bound moving proton, stripped of the flux factor366

and the energy conserving delta-function [40, 41], while367

P (−pm, Em) is the proton spectral function of Eq. (2).368

Note that Eqs. (3) and (4) imply that the arguments of369

the spectral function can be identified with the initial mo-370

mentum and the removal energy of the struck nucleon,371

respectively. Therefore, Eq. (8) shows that within PWIA372

the nuclear spectral function, describing the proton mo-373

mentum and energy distribution of the target nucleus,374

can be readily extracted from the measured (e, e′p) cross375

section.376

When FSI are taken into account, and the outgoing377

proton is described by a distorted wave function as pre-378

scribed by DWIA, the initial momentum of the struck379

nucleon is not trivially related to the measured missing380

momentum, and the cross section can no longer be writ-381

ten as in Eq. (8). However, the occurrence of y-scaling382

in inclusive electron-nucleus scattering [42, 43]—whose383

observation in the analysis of the Ar(e, e′) and Ti(e, e′)384

data is discussed in Refs. [36, 37]—indicates that the for-385

malism based on factorization is still largely applicable386

in the presence of FSI.387

In principle, within the approach of Refs. [44–46], the388

bound and scattering states are both derived from an389

energy dependent non-Hermitian optical-model Hamil-390

tonian. While being fully consistent, however, this treat-391

ment involves severe difficulties. In practice, the bound-392

state proton wave functions are generally obtained from393

phenomenological approaches—although a few studies394

based on realistic microscopic models of the nuclear395

Hamiltonian have been carried out for light and medium-396

heavy nuclei [47, 48]—while the scattering states are397

eigenfunctions of phenomenological optical potentials,398

the parameters of which are determined through a fit399

to elastic proton-nucleus scattering data.400

The PWIA description provides a clear understand-401

ing of the mechanism driving the (e, e′p) reaction, and402

the ensuing factorized expression of the coincidence cross403

section, Eq. (8), is essential to obtain from the data an404

intrinsic property of the target, such as the spectral func-405

tion, independent of kinematics. As pointed out above,406

however, the occurrence of FSI leads to a violation of407

factorization, and makes the extraction of the spectral408

function from the measured cross section more compli-409

cated [45, 49]. Additional factorization-breaking correc-410

tions arise from the distortion of the electron wave func-411

tions, resulting from interactions with the Coulomb field412

of the target [6, 50, 51].413

The general conditions to recover a factorized expres-414

sion of the cross section are discussed in Refs. [5, 44, 45,415

52, 53]. If these requirements are fulfilled, the DWIA416

cross section can be written in terms of a distorted spec-417

tral function according to418

d6σ

dωdΩe′dTp′dΩp′
= KσepP

D(p′,−pm, Em). (9)

Note, however that, unlike the spectral function appear-419

ing in Eq. (8), the distorted spectral function is not an420

intrinsic property of the target, because it depends ex-421

plicitly on the momentum of the outgoing nucleon, which422

in turn depends on the momentum transfer. The most423

prominent effects of the inclusion of FSI within the frame-424

work of DWIA are a shift and a suppression of the miss-425

ing momentum distributions, produced by the real and426

imaginary part of the optical potential, respectively.427

B. Data analysis details428

The measured cross sections are usually analyzed in429

terms of missing-energy and missing-momentum distri-430

butions. For a value of Em corresponding to a peak in431

the experimental missing-energy distribution, the data432

are usually presented in terms of the reduced cross sec-433

tion as a function of pm = |pm|. The reduced cross sec-434
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tion, obtained from the measured cross section dividing435

out the kinematic factor K and the electron-proton cross436

section σep can be identified with the spectral function in437

PWIA and with the distorted spectral function in the fac-438

torized DWIA of Eq. (9). The off-shell extrapolation of439

de Forest [40, 41] is generally used to describe the bound440

nucleon cross section.441

The experimental reduced cross sections can be com-442

pared with the corresponding reduced cross section cal-443

culated using different theoretical models. The compar-444

ison of the results obtained from the un-factorized and445

factorized approaches allows one to make an estimate of446

the accuracy of the factorization scheme, as well as the447

sensitivity to the different factorization-breaking contri-448

butions.449

The six-fold differential cross section as a function of450

pm and Em was extracted from the data using the (e, e′p)451

event yield Y for each pm and Em bin452

d6σ

dωdΩe′dTp′dΩp′
=

Y (pm, Em)

B × lt× ρ×BH × VB × Crad
,

(10)
where B is the total accumulated beam charge, lt is the453

live-time of the detector (fraction of time that the de-454

tector was able to collect and write data to disk), ρ is455

the target density (for argon, corrected for the nominal456

density of gas in the target cell), BH is the local den-457

sity change due to the beam heating the gas cell times458

the gas expansion due to boiling effects (this correction459

is not included in the case of 48Ti), VB is the effect of the460

acceptance and kinematical cuts, and Crad is the effect461

of the radiative corrections and bin center migration.462

We used the SIMC spectrometer package [54] to simu-463

late (e, e′p) events corresponding to our particular kine-464

matic settings, including geometric details of the target465

cell, radiation correction, and Coulomb effects. SIMC466

also provided the VB and Crad corrections as in Eq. (10).467

To simulate the distribution of missing energies and mo-468

menta of nucleons bound in the argon and titanium nu-469

clei, SIMC was run with a test SF described in detail in470

the following subsection.471

In Table IV we summarize the energies of the shell472

model states comprising the ground states of 40Ar and473

48Ti. In our analysis, in case two orbitals overlap in Em,474

we set the energy range for the orbital to be the same,475

and we assumed the probability of emission of an electron476

to be the same. Table IV also lists energies derived from477

previous data sets, as well as the energy used in the cal-478

culation of FSI effects according to the model described479

in Sec. IV A.480

SIMC generates events for a broad phase-space, and481

propagates the events through a detailed model of the482

electron and proton spectrometers to account for accep-483

tances and resolution effects. Each event is weighted by484

the σcc1 cross section of de Forest [41] and the SF. The485

final weighted events do not contain any background. As486

pointed out above, SIMC does not include FSI correc-487

tions other than for the nuclear transparency.488

TABLE IV. Parametrization of the missing energy distribu-
tions of 40

18Ar and 48
22Ti assumed in this analysis. The central

peak position Eα, its width σα, and the lower (upper) bound
on the considered energy range, Eαlow (Eαhigh) are shown for
each level α. All values are given in units of MeV.

α Eα σα Eαlow Eαhigh
argon

1d3/2 12.53 2 8 14
2s1/2 12.93 2 8 14
1d5/2 18.23 4 14 20
1p1/2 28.0 8 20 45
1p3/2 33.0 8 20 45
1s1/2 52.0 8 45 70

titanium
1f7/2 11.45 2 8 14
2s1/2 12.21 2 14 30
1d3/2 12.84 2 14 30
1d5/2 15.46 4 14 30
1p1/2 35.0 8 30 54
1p3/2 40.0 8 30 54
1s1/2 62.0 8 53 80

The data yield corrected for the above-mentioned fac-489

tors is then integrated over Em to get the cross section490

as function of pm. We collected 29.6 (12.5) hours of data491

on Ar (Ti), corresponding to ∼44k (13k) events.492

We estimated the background due to accidentals to be493

2% (3%) for Ar (Ti), performing analysis for each bin of494

Em and pm. First, we selected events in T1 trigger in495

anti-coincidence between the electron and proton arms.496

This region corresponds to 100 times the nominal coin-497

cidence time window width (∼2 ns). Then, we re-scaled498

the total number of events found to the width of the co-499

incidence peak to obtain a correct estimate of the back-500

ground events. The background-event distributions were501

then generated and subtracted bin by bin from the Em502

and pm distributions.503

C. Test spectral functions504

The spectral function employed to simulate events in505

SIMC is based on the simplest implementation of the506

nuclear shell model,507

P (pm, Em) =
∑
α

|φα(pm)|2fα(Em − Eα) , (11)

where the sum runs over all occupied states. In the above508

equation, φα(pm) is the momentum-space wave function509

of the state α, normalized to unity, and fα(Em−Eα) rep-510

resents the distribution of missing energy peaked at the511

value Eα, reflecting the width of the corresponding state.512

As a consequence of deviations from this mean-field pic-513

ture originating from nucleon-nucleon correlations, we514

expect the Monte Carlo simulations typically to over-515

estimate the data, due to the partial depletion of the516
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FIG. 1. Missing momentum distributions of protons in argon
and titanium assumed in this analysis.

shell-model states and to the correlated contribution to517

the nuclear spectral function.518

We compared the momentum distribution, defined as

n(pm) =

∫
P (pm, Em)dEm, (12)

obtained using the wave functions of Refs. [55, 56] and519

Ref. [57], and found that the differences between them520

are negligible for both argon and titanium. As shown in521

Fig. 1, the momentum distributions for argon and tita-522

nium also turn out not to differ significantly. This find-523

ing suggests that nuclear effects in argon and titanium524

are similar.525

The missing energy distributions are assumed to be526

Gaussian527

fα(Em − Eα) =
1√

2πσα
exp

[
− (Em − Eα)2

2σ2
α

]
. (13)

We obtain the missing energies of the least-bound va-528

lence orbital for protons—corresponding to the residual529

nucleus being left in the ground state, with an additional530

electron and the knocked-out proton at rest—from the531

mass difference of the residual system and the target nu-532

cleus [58]. These values of missing energy, corresponding533

to the 1d3/2 (1f7/2) state for 40
18Ar (4822Ti) in Table IV, are534

given by535

Ethr = MA−1 +M +m−MA,

where m stands for the electron mass.536

In principle, the energies of other valence levels of 40
18Ar537

and 48
22Ti could be obtained from the excitation spectra538

of 39
17Cl [59] and 47

21Sc [60]. However, the fragmentation539

of shell-model states induced by long-range correlations540

makes this information difficult to interpret within the541

independent-particle model, assumed in Eq. (11), be-542

cause a few spectroscopic lines typically correspond to543
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FIG. 2. Missing energy distribution of protons in (a) argon
and (b) titanium assumed in this analysis.

a given spin-parity state. To overcome this issue and544

identify the dominant lines, we rely on the spectroscopic545

strengths determined in past direct pick-up experiments546

such as A(21H, 32He) for argon [61] and titanium [62].547

The heavily fragmented 1d5/2 shell [61, 62]—with over548

10, densely packed, spectroscopic lines contributing—can549

be expected to lend itself well to the approximation by a550

single distribution of finite width. To determine its peak551

position, in addition to the experimental data [61, 62], we552

use the theoretical analyses of Refs. [63, 64] as guidance.553

More deeper-lying shells—1p1/2, 1p3/2, and 1s1/2—554

were not probed by the past experiments [61, 62]. Their555

Eα values, as well as the widths σα for all shells, are556

determined to provide a reasonable description of the557

missing-energy distributions obtained in this experiment.558

The resulting parametrization is detailed in Table IV,559

and presented in Fig. 2.560

IV. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS561

The total systematic uncertainty in this analysis was562

estimated by summing in quadrature the contributions563

listed in Table V. We determined the kinematic and ac-564

ceptance cuts ensuring that there are no dependencies565

on kinematic variables and input theory model, in this566
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TABLE V. Contributions to systematical uncertainties for ar-
gon and titanium average over all the Em and pm bins.

Ar Ti
1. Total statistical uncertainty 0.53% 0.78%
2. Total systematic uncertainty 2.75% 2.39%

a. Beam x&y offset 0.56% 0.48%
b. Beam energy 0.10% 0.10%
c. Beam charge 0.30% 0.30%
d. HRS x&y offset 0.72% 0.69%
g. Optics (q1, q2, q3) 1.10% 0.34%
h. Acceptance cut (θ, φ, z) 1.23% 1.39%
i. Target thickness/density/length 0.2% 0.2%
j. Calorimeter & Čerenkov cut 0.02% 0.02%
k. Radiative and Coulomb corr. 1.00% 1.00%
l. β cut 0.63% 0.48%
m. Boiling effect 0.70% —
n. Cross section model 1.00% 1.00%
o. Trigger and coincidence time cut 0.99% 0.78%

way all uncertainties are uncorrelated bin to bin. All the567

kinematic and acceptance cuts were varied by the res-568

olution of the variable under consideration. Except for569

the transparency corrections, the MC used to evaluate570

those uncertainties did not contain effects due to FSI,571

such as a quenching of the strength of the cross section572

and a modification of the kinematic of the outgoing par-573

ticles. A priori the MC simulation could depend on the574

underlying theoretical model. However, we repeated the575

analysis of systematic uncertainties varying its ingredi-576

ents, and did not observe any substantial variations of577

the obtained results. As the obtained results depend on578

the Monte Carlo calculation, it is important to estimate579

uncertainties resulting from its inputs. To determine the580

uncertainties related to the target position, we performed581

the simulation with the inputs for the beam’s and spec-582

trometer’s x and y offsets varied within uncertainties, and583

we recomputed the optical transport matrix varying the584

three quadrupole magnetic fields, one at the time. Each585

of these runs was compared to the reference run, and586

the corresponding differences were summed in quadra-587

ture to give the total systematic uncertainty due to the588

Monte Carlo simulation. The uncertainties related to589590591

the calorimeter and Čerenkov detectors were determined592

by changing the corresponding cut by a small amount593

and calculating the difference with respect to the nomi-594

nal yield value. The uncertainty due to the acceptance595

cuts on the angles was calculated using the same method.596

We included an overall fixed uncertainty for both the597

beam charge and beam energy, as in the previous work598

on C, Ti, Ar, and Al [32, 36, 37]. We evaluated the sys-599

tematic uncertainties related to the trigger efficiency by600

determining variations across multiple runs, as well as by601

applying different acceptance cuts. A fixed uncertainty602

was assigned to take care of those variations.603

The time-coincidence cut efficiency, as other accep-604

tance cuts, was evaluated by changing the cut by ±σ.605

SIMC generates events including the effects from ra-606
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FIG. 3. Six-fold differential cross section as a function of miss-
ing energy for argon (top panel) and titanium (bottom panel).
The background estimate (line connecting the experimental
data points) is multiplied by 10 for purpose of presentation.
The MC predictions, based on the mean-field SF, include a
correction for the nuclear transparency, while other FSI effects
are not accounted for.

diative processes: vacuum polarization, vertex correc-607

tions, and internal bremsstrahlung. External radiative608

processes refer to electrons losing energy while passing609

through material in the target. Radiative correction in610

SIMC are implemented following the recipe of Dasu [65],611

using the Whitlow’s approach [66, 67]. We considered a612

fixed 1% uncertainty due to the theoretical model for the613

radiative corrections over the full kinematic range as in614

our previous work. We generated different MC where615

the radiative corrections were re-scaled by
√

(Q2)/2,616

Q2 being the four-momentum transfer squared, and re-617

analyzed the data and looked for variations. Coulomb618

corrections were included in the local effective momen-619

tum approximation [68]. A 10% uncertainty associated620

with the Coulomb potential was included as systematic621

uncertainty. Finally, we included a target thickness un-622

certainty and an uncertainty due to the boiling effect623

correction [33].624

The measured and MC predicted differential cross sec-625

tions d6σ/dωdΩedpdΩp are presented in Fig. 3 as a func-626
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the cross section as a function
of missing momentum. The inner (outer) uncertainty bands
correspond to statistical (total) uncertainties.

tion of Em and in Fig. 4 as a function of pm, integrated627

over the full range of Em, for 40Ar (top panel) and 48Ti628

(bottom panel) targets.629

The MC simulation clearly overestimates the extracted630

cross sections. As the nuclear model underlying the sim-631

ulation neglects the effects of FSI other than the nuclear632

transparency and all correlations between nucleons, this633

difference is by no means surprising. Both FSI and par-634

tial depletion of the shell-model states require further635

studies, base on all five datasets collected by the JLab636

E12-14-012 experiment, which will be reported elsewhere.637

A. Final state interactions638

Within DWIA, FSI between the outgoing proton and639

the spectator nucleons are described by a complex,640

energy dependent, phenomenological optical potential641

(OP). The OPs available for calculations were deter-642

mined by fitting a set of elastic proton-nucleus scattering643

data for a range of target nuclei and beam energies. Dif-644

ferent parametrizations, yielding equivalently good de-645

scriptions of the data, can give differences and theoreti-646
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FIG. 5. Reduced cross section as a function of missing mo-
mentum for the 1p1/2 proton knockout from argon. We com-
pare the PWIA and DWIA results obtained for the parallel
kinematics considered in this analysis.

cal uncertainties when “equivalent” OPs are used in kine-647

matical regions for which experimental data are not avail-648

able, or when they are extended to inelastic scattering649

and to calculation of the cross section of different nuclear650

reactions.651

Nonrelativistic and relativistic OPs are available for652

(e, e′p) calculations within nonrelativistic and relativis-653

tic DWIA frameworks. However, nonrelativistic phe-654

nomenological OPs are available for energies not larger655

than 200 MeV. It is generally believed that above ∼180656

MeV the Schrödinger picture of the phenomenological657

OP should be replaced by a Dirac approach, and a rel-658

ativistic OP should be used. In Ref. [69], it was shown659

that in (e, e′p) reactions the differences between the non-660

relativistic and relativistic DWIA results depend on kine-661

matics and increase with the outgoing proton energy, and662

for proton energies above 200 MeV a relativistic calcula-663

tion is necessary.664

We have used the so-called “democratic”(DEM) rela-665

tivistic OP [70], obtained from a global fit to over 200 sets666

of elastic proton-nucleus scattering data, comprised of a667

broad range of targets, from helium to lead, at energies668

up to 1,040 MeV.669

An example of the comparison between PWIA and670

DWIA results is given in Fig. 5, where the reduced cross671

section as a function of pm is displayed for proton knock-672

out from the 1p1/2 argon orbital. Calculations are per-673

formed within the relativistic model of Ref. [69] for the674

parallel kinematics of the present experiment. Positive675

and negative values of pm indicate, conventionally, cases676

in which |q| < |p′| and |q| > |p′|, respectively. The reduc-677

tion and the shift produced in the reduced cross section678

by FSI in the DWIA calculation can be clearly seen.679

The two dashed lines drawn in the region of positive680

pm of the figure indicate the value of pm corresponding to681

the peaks of the DWIA and PWIA reduced cross sections.682

We use the distance between the two dashed lines as a683
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TABLE VI. Shifts between the reduced DWIA and PWIA
cross sections, and the DWIA to PWIA cross-section ratios,
obtained for proton knockout from various argon orbital us-
ing different optical potentials: DEM [70], EDAD3 [71], and
EDAD1 [71]. All results are calculated for pm > 0.

Orbital
Shift (MeV/c) DWIA/PWIA

EDAD1 EDAD3 DEM EDAD1 EDAD3 DEM
1d3/2 1.5 −2.0 1.5 0.58 0.57 0.58
2s1/2 8.0 7.0 8.0 0.78 0.78 0.78
1d5/2 −2.0 −6.5 −3.0 0.57 0.57 0.58
1p1/2 12.5 9.0 12.5 0.43 0.39 0.42
1p3/2 9.5 5.0 9.0 0.47 0.44 0.46
1s1/2 13.0 10.0 13.0 0.42 0.38 0.41

measure of the shift produced by FSI.684

The reduction of the calculated cross section produced685

by FSI can be measured by the DWIA/PWIA ratio,686

which is defined here as the ratio of the integral over pm687

of the DWIA and PWIA reduced cross sections. Both688

the shift and the DWIA/PWIA ratios are computed sep-689

arately for the positive and negative pm regions.690

The theoretical uncertainty of the shift and the reduc-691

tion produced by FSI has been evaluated investigating692

the sensitivity of the DWIA and PWIA results to differ-693

ent choices of the theoretical ingredients of the calcula-694

tion.695

The uncertainty due to the choice of the OP has been696

evaluated by comparing the results obtained with the697

DEM and other energy-dependent and atomic-number698

dependent relativistic OPs, referred to as EDAD1 and699

EDAD3 [71] . The shift and the DWIA/PWIA ratio in700

the positive pm region, computed for proton knock out701

from various argon orbitals using the DEM, EDAD1, and702

EDAD3 potentials are reported in Table VI. The results703

indicate a slight dependence of FSI effects on the choice704

of OP.705

Note that the three OPs were determined by a fitting706

procedure of elastic proton scattering data over a wide707

range of nuclei, which, however, did not include argon.708

This means that the ability of the phenomenological OPs709

to describe elastic proton scattering data on argon is not710

guaranteed. A test of this ability is presented in Fig. 6,711

where the 40Ar(p, p′) cross section calculated at 0.8 GeV712

with the three OPs is compared to the corresponding713

experimental cross section obtained using the HRS of the714

Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility [72]. The results of715

the three OPs largely overlap, and their agreement with716

the experimental cross section, although not perfect, is717

more than reasonable, in particular if we consider that it718

has not been obtained from a fit to the data.719

In the relativistic DWIA and PWIA calculations differ-720

ent current conserving (cc) expressions of the one-body721

nuclear current operator can be adopted. The different722

expressions are equivalent for on-shell nucleons, while dif-723

ferences can arise for off-shell nucleons. For all the results724

that we have presented until now, and as a basis for the725
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FIG. 6. Differential cross section for elastic proton scattering
on 40Ar at 0.8 GeV as a function of scattering angle. Results
for the DEM, EDAD1, and EDAD3 optical potentials, which
turn out to almost completely overlap, are compared with the
experimental data [72].

present calculations, we have adopted the cc1 prescrip-726

tion [41]. We note that, historically, the cc1 cross section727

has been often used to obtain the reduced cross section728

from the experimental and theoretical cross section. The729

impact of using a different cross section—such as the cc2730

model of Ref. [41]—in the determination of the spectral731

function will be discussed in future analysis.732

We have also checked that the differences obtained us-733

ing different proton form factors in the calculation of the734

nuclear current are always negligible in the kinematic sit-735

uation of the present experiment.736

The bound proton states adopted in the calculations737

are self-consistent Dirac-Hartree solutions derived within738

a relativistic mean field approach using a Lagrangian739

containing σ, ω, and ρ mesons, with medium dependent740

parametrizations of the meson-nucleon vertices that can741

be more directly related to the underlying microscopic742

description of nuclear interactions [55, 56]. Pairing ef-743

fects have been included carrying out Bardeen-Cooper-744

Schrieffer (BCS) calculations. The theoretical uncertain-745

ties on the shift and the DWIA/PWIA ratio due to the746

use of wave functions obtained with a different descrip-747

tion of pairing, based on the relativistic Dirac-Hartree-748

Bogoliubov (DHB) model [57], turn out to be negligible.749

In our analysis we assumed the missing energy distri-750

bution for each of the orbitals in 40Ar and 48Ti as shown751

in Fig. 2. The lower and upper energy bounds assumed752

in the DWIA analysis of FSI are given for each orbital in753

Table IV. The FSI correction has been applied event by754

event in both the missing energy and missing momentum755

distributions. We applied different corrections for events756

with |q| < |p′| and |q| > |p′|, according to the theoreti-757

cal predictions mentioned before. For each event, we used758

the reconstructed energy and momentum of both electron759

and proton to determine the orbital involved in the pri-760

mary interaction. Then, we applied the FSI correction,761
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based on the pm sign. For orbitals that overlap we use762

a simple PDF function to determine the most probable763

orbital from which the electron was emitted.764

V. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION765

COMPARISON766

Figures 7 and 8 show a comparison between the mea-767

sured differential cross sections of 40Ar and 48Ti and768

the MC predictions including full FSI corrections, plot-769

ted as a function of pm for three different ranges of770

Em. The missing energy regions for 40Ar (48Ti) are:771

Em < 27 MeV (Em < 30 MeV), 27 < Em < 44 MeV772

(30 < Em < 54 MeV ) and 44 < Em < 70 MeV773

(54 < Em < 90 MeV).774

We estimated the background to be of the order 2%775

for 40Ar and 3% for 48Ti. The MC systematic uncer-776

tainties from FSI are estimated by varying the following777

ingredients of the model:778

(i) the optical potential (DEM, EDAD1, or EDAD3);779

(ii) the pairing mechanism underlying the determi-780

nation of the wave functions (the default BCS781

model [55, 56] or the DHB model [57]);782

(iii) the parametrization of the nucleon form factors.783

The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by adding784

in quadrature all the variations, and including an overall785

uncertainty of the theoretical model of 15%.786

A prominent feature of both Figs. 7 and 8 is that the787

agreement between data and MC predictions including788

FSI, which turns out to be quite good in the region789

of low missing energies, becomes significantly worse at790

larger Em. This behavior can be explained considering791

that, according to the shell-model picture employed in792

MC simulations, missing energies Em > 27 MeV corre-793

spond to proton knockout from the deeply bound 1p1/2,794

1p3/2, and 1s1/2 states.795

As discussed in Sec. III C, the energies and widths of796

these states are only estimated, and not determined from797

experimental data. Underestimating the widths and the798

associated overlaps of energy distributions would imply a799

smaller value for the differential cross section and a shift800

in the pm distribution between data and MC. We have801

tested this hypothesis by varying the width of the high-802

energy states in the test SF and redoing our full analysis,803

and noticed an improved agreement between data and804

MC.805

More generally, it has to be kept in mind that a clear806

identification of single particle states in interacting many-807

body systems—ultimately based on Landau theory of808

normal Fermi liquids—is only possible in the vicinity809

of the Fermi surface, corresponding to the lowest value810

of missing energy, see, e.g., Ref. [73]. An accurate de-811

scription of the data at large missing energy will require812

a more realistic model of the nuclear spectral function,813
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FIG. 7. Six-fold differential cross section for argon as a func-
tion of missing momentum integrated over different ranges of
missing energy. The background estimate is multiplied by 10
for presentation. The MC predictions, based on the mean-
field SF, include the full FSI corrections.
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(a) 0 < Em < 30 MeV
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(b) 30 < Em < 54 MeV
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for titanium.

taking into account dynamical effects beyond the mean-814

field approximation and the inclusion of unbound proton815

states in the calculations.816

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS817

In this paper, we report the first results of the analysis818

of (e, e′p) data at beam energy Ee = 2, 222 MeV an elec-819

tron scattering angle θe = 21.5 deg, collected in JLab Hall820

A by the E12-14-012 experiment using Ar and Ti targets.821

The measured differential cross sections are presented as822

a function of missing energy and missing momentum, and823

compared to the predictions of a MC simulation in which824

the effects of FSI are described within DWIA.825

We were able to select coincidence events between the826

electron and proton spectrometers with high efficiency827

and low systematic uncertainties. The level of back-828

ground and systematic uncertainties turned out to be be-829

low 4%, in line with the goals listed in the original JLab830

E12-14-012 proposal [74]. Overall, the comparison be-831

tween the data and results of MC simulations, carried out832

over the lowest missing energy range 0 < Em < 30 MeV833

and missing momentum covered by our measurements834

appears satisfactory. The larger discrepancies observed835

at the larger missing energies such as 30 < Em < 44 MeV836

re likely to be ascribable to the limitations of the theoret-837

ical model based on the mean-field approximation, em-838

ployed in MC event generation, which is long known to839

be inadequate to describe the dynamics of deeply bound840

nucleons [1]. Understanding these discrepancies at quan-841

titative level will require the inclusion of reaction mech-842

anisms beyond DWIA, such as multi-step processes and843

multi-nucleon emission triggered by nucleon-nucleon cor-844

relations.845

The missing energy spectra obtained from our analysis846

contain valuable new information on the internal struc-847

ture and dynamics of the nuclear targets, encoded in the848

positions and widths of the observed peaks.849

The determination of these spectra particularly for850

deep-lying hole excitations is, in fact, a first step towards851

the derivation of the spectral functions for medium-mass852

nuclei, such as Ar and Ti, within the framework of LDA,853

that represents the ultimate aim of our experiment.854

The Ar and Ti measurements discussed in this arti-855

cle, providing the first (e, e′p) data in the kinematical856

range relevant to neutrino experiments—most notably857

DUNE—comprises the first of five datasets collected by858

the JLab E12-14-012 experiment. The combined analy-859

sis of all data, which is currently under way, will provide860

information of unparalleled value for the development of861

realistic nuclear models, and will allow the extraction of862

Ar and Ti spectral functions.863
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